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ZAPPERKAT 
 
A racemare with graded stakes winning talent, grade one performer Zapperkat is by 
Ghostzapper from the immediate family of Hall of Fame racemare Silverbulletday, 
credentials that make her a broodmare prospect of unlimited potential.  
 
Zapperkat debuted with a 5½ lengths win in a six furlong Del Mar maiden special 
weight. On only her second outing, she captured third in the Chandelier Stakes (gr. I), 
ahead of Champion Two-Year-Old Filly Champagne Room – winner of the Breeders’ 
Cup Juvenile Fillies (gr. I) on her next start –  and also defeating stakes winners Bitzka 
and Nikki My Darling, and American Pharoah’s grade one placed sister, American 
Cleopatra.  
 
At three, Zapperkat scored in allowance company at Santa Anita, running down 
stakes winner S Y Sky. On her final outing she led from start to finish in the Torrey 
Pines Stakes (gr. III) , only to be placed second after a stewards’ inquiry. Among 
those behind her was the sensational multiple grade one winner Paradise Woods. 
 
Zapperkat is a daughter of Ghostzapper. One of the true superstars of the current 
century, Ghostzapper set a race-record that still stands while winning the Breeders’ 
Cup Classic (gr. I), and also captured the Metropolitan Handicap (gr. I), Woodward 
Stakes (gr. I), and Vosburgh Stakes (gr. I). At stud, Ghostzapper has sired 58 stakes 
winners, including grade one winners Shaman Ghost, Paulassivlerlining, Judy the 
Beauty, Better Lucky, Contested, Molly Morgan, Moreno, Stately Victor, Starship 
Truffles, and Greenzapper.  An exceptional sire of fillies, and out of a mare that also 
produced major sire City Zip, Ghostzapper has all that’s need to become a very 
successful broodmare sire.  
 
Zapperkat Is half-sister to current stakes placed runner Anydayismyday. Her dam, 
Noelle Rose, is half-sister to the dam of stakes winner Johan Song. The second dam, 
Rokeby Rosie, is half-sister Silverbulletday. Champion at two and three, and 
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highweighted three-year-old filly on the International Classification, Silverbulletday is 
granddam of grade one winner Shakin It Up, graded stakes winner Governor Charlie, 
and stakes winner Crisis of Spirit. Rokeby Rosie is also half-sister to Garden Secrets, 
the dam of the Acorn Stakes (gr. I) victress Forest Secrets and graded stakes winner 
Rumor Has It – a son of Zapperkat’s grandsire Awesome Again – and granddam of 
2017 graded stakes winner Enstone, and graded winner Big Wildcat. Rokeby Rose, 
the dam of Rokeby Rosie, won the Flower Bowl Handicap (gr. II), and is out of a half-
sister to Horse of the Year and Champion Three-Year-Old and Older Horse, Arts and 
Letters.  
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